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1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Any temperature (that is, any solution of the heat equation) on R” x IO, c[, 
where 0 < c < co, which can be written as the difference of two positive 
temperatures has a representation of the form 
s wx - Y, 9 44y) It= 
(1.1) 
for some locally finite signed Bore1 measure p on R”, where 
W(x, t) = (45~t)-~l~ exp(--/I x ]1”/(4t)} 
for (x, t) E Rn x IO, co[ is the Gauss-Weierstrass kernel [5, 6, 8, 14, 171. In 
view of [14; Theorems 19 and 211, a temperature u has a representation in the 
form (1.1) if and only if there is a positive temperature ~1 such that u < v 
on R” x IO, c[, that is, if and only if u has a positive thermic majorant on R” x 
IO, 4. 
In this paper, we use the concept of the positive thermic majorant v to split 
u explicitly into the difference v - (v - U) of two positive temperatures so that 
we can apply the sharp results in [16] about positive temperatures. This technique 
enables us to sharpen the classical uniqueness theorem of Picone [IO] and 
Tychonoff [13], whose extension to the case of several variables was first given 
by Krzyzanski in [7], and combine it with the sharpened form [16] of Widder[17] 
and Kato’s [6] result about the uniqueness of positive temperatures. The 
resultant theorem also contains the uniqueness and representation theorem for 
solutions to the Cauchy problem due to Besala and Krzyzanski [2] and Nicolescu 
and Foias [9], the representation theorem of Pollard [ll], and uniqueness 
theorems due to Birkhoff and Kotik [3] and Gehring [5]. The theorems of 
Pollard, Birkhoff and Kotik, and Gehring have not previously been extended 
to R” x IO, c[ for it > 1. The uniqueness theorem of [2] and [9] has been 
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additional references, see [14, 151. (Th ere is an error in [14] which affects the 
relevant result. In [14; Theorem Ill, there should be the additional restriction 
that K < (4a)-l, the error in the proof being an incorrect application of Fubini’s 
theorem. That the error cannot be repaired is shown by an example due to 
Blackman [4; pp. 678-6801. A similar alteration should also be made to [14; 
Theorem 21, Corollary], and the proof of [14; Theorem 15, Corollary] requires 
a trivial modification, although no restriction on K is necessary there. Similar 
remarks apply to the corresponding results in [15].) 
We next show that if the given temperature u has the representation (1 .l), 
then its least positive thermic majorant z, on R” x IO, c[, which satisfies v < w 
for every positive thermic majorant w of u on R” x IO, c[, has the representation 
where p+ denotes the positive variation of p. This result enables us to show that 
it is possible to have u(x, t) -+ 0 as t + 0 while w(x, t) --f co as t + 0. It also 
enables us to prove a result which contains the multivariable version of another 
theorem of Gehring [5], which has not previously been proved, and which 
enables us to extend to the case 12 > 1 another of Gehring’s results and the 
principal uniqueness theorem in Birkhoff and Kotik’s paper [3]. 
Thus the use of the positive thermic majorant, together with some theorems 
in [16], enables us to simultaneously extend to the multivariable case and improve 
several known representation and uniqueness theorems, from a unified point 
of view. 
We use R” to denote n-dimensional real euclidean space. If x = (x1 ,..., x,) 
is a typical point of R”, then 11 x Ij = (xl2 + ... + x%2)1/2 denotes the euclidean 
norm of X, and for any r > 0, B(x, Y) denotes the open ball in R” with centre 
x and radius r. 
The term ‘positive’ is used in the wide sense. 
All measures which occur in this paper are signed Bore1 measures which are 
finite on compact sets. Given a measure CL, the integral (1.1) is called the Gauss- 
Weierstrass integral of CL, assumed to be finite, and therefore a temperature 
[14; Lemma 11, on some strip Rn x IO, c[. The quantity c satisfies 0 < c < + 00 
throughout the paper. We regard a signed measure as being the difference of 
two positive measures, subject only to the finiteness of their Gauss-Weierstrass 
integrals. 
For each measure p on R* and each point x E R”, we define the lower sym- 
metric deriwatiwe @p)(x) of /J at x by 
(DP) (-4 = li&pf cc@+, W/m(&, 9, 
where m denotes Lebesgue measure on Rn, and the symmetric deribative (Dp)(x) 
of p at x by the corresponding limit, provided that limit exists. It is well- 
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known that 0~ exists a.e.[m]. Further details and references can be found 
in [lq. 
2. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
We begin by proving two lemmas, the first of which is implicit in [lq. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be the Gauss- Weierstrass integral on R” x 10, c[ of a positive 
measure p, and de&e f on Rn by 
f(x) = liy+rrf il(x, t). 
If f (x) < + co for all x E R”, then dp(x) = f(x) dx. 
Proof. By [16; Theorem 31, (&FL)(x) <f(x) < + co for all x E Rn. Therefore, 
by [16; Theorem 21, p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure, and hence dp(x) = (Dp)(x) dx. Another application of [ 16; Theorem 31 
gives Pdtx) = f ( 1 x a most everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure, 1 
and the result follows. 
In order to apply Lemma 1 when dealing with temperatures which are not 
necessarily positive, we use the idea of a positive thermic majorant. This is 
related to a classical growth condition by our second lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that II is a temperature on R” x IO, c[ such that, for 
some positive constants M and a, 
45 9 < M expta II x II”) 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. If b = min{c, (4a)-I}, then u has a positive thermic 
majorant v on Rn x 10, b[ such that 
fw all x E R”. 
Proof. If 
‘t’+$ 0(x, t) < +m 
v(x, t) = M(l - 4ut)+j2 exp{a 11 x l/“/(1 - 4at)}, 
then v is a positive temperature on R” x IO, (4u)-l[, and 
v(x, t) > M exp(a II x II21 2 u(x, t) 
so that v is a positive thermic majorant of u on R” x IO, b[. Further, for every 
XERn, 
J& v(x, t) = M exp(a II x 112) < + co. 
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THEOREM 1. Let u be a temperature which has a positive thermic majorant v 
on R” x IO, c[ such that 
lim sup v(x, t) < + M 
t-+0 
fm all x E Rn. If f is de$ned on RQ by 
f(x) = lim sup u(x, t) 
t-0 
and f (x) > -co for all x, then u has the representation 
4% 9 = j TX - Y, Of(Y) dY 
R” 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. 
Proof. For each x E Rn, we have 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
lim inf(v(x, t) - u(x, t)) 9 lirn+yp v(x, r) - lnn+~p 4x, t, < + co* 
t-0 
so that, since v - u > 0, the Widder-Krzyzanski representation theorem 
[17, 81 and Lemma 1 together imply that 
(v - u) (x, t) = JR. W(x - y, t) {li%Ff(v - 4 (Y, 44. 
By [6; Theorem 11, ifg is defined by 
.6!(Y) = b+F 4Y, S)> 
then g is defined a.e. on Rn, so that 
(ZJ - 4 (x, t> = s,. Wx - Y, 4 {g(y) - f b9 4. 
Further, an application of the Widder-Krzyzanski theorem and Lemma 1 
to v gives 
4~ t) = j- Wx - Y, t)g(y) dy> 
Rn 
so that 
4x, 4 = 4x, t) - (v - 4 (x, t) = s,- W(x - Y, t)f(r) 4, 
as required. 
Theorem 1 extends or improves several known uniqueness or representation 
theorems, as we shall describe after the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY. Let u be a temperature such that, for some positive constants il4 
and a, with a < (4~)~l, 
4x, t> < M exp(a II x II”> (2.3) 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. If f is defined on R” by (2.1), and f (x) > -CO for 
all x, then u has the representation (2.2). If, in addition, 
9-y u(x, t) = A (2.4) 
for almost all x E R”, then u = A on R” x 10, c[. 
Proof. It follows from (2.3) and Lemma 2 that u satisfies the conditions 
required by Theorem 1, so that u has the representation (2.2) on R” x IO, c[. 
If (2.4) holds, then f = A a.e., so that 
u(x, i!) = A s W(x - y, t) dy = A 
R” 
for all (x, t) E R” x 30, c[. 
This corollary contains the classical uniqueness theorem of Picone [lo] and 
Tychonoff [13], which was extended to the multivariable case by Krzyzar5ski 




U(X, t) = A 
for ally E R”. It also contains the recent improvement [16; Theorem 5, Corollary] 
of a result of Widder [173 and Kato [6] which dealt with negative (or positive) 
temperatures that satisfy (2.4) with A = 0. It also contains the uniqueness 
and representation theorem for solutions of the Cauchy problem given by 
Nicolescu and Foias in [9] (the uniqueness part of which had been proved 
earlier in [2]). It also contains a uniqueness theorem of Birkhoff and Kotik 
[3; Theorem B], in which n = 1, u is replaced by ( u ( in (2.3) and (2.4) is 
assumed to hold everywhere; and that of Gehring [5; Corollary 81, in which 
(2.3) is used as it stands, but which is otherwise similar to Birkhoff and Kotik’s 
result. Finally, the corollary improves and extends a representation theorem of 
Pollard [ll], in which n = 1, a = 0 in (2.3), and limt,, u(x, t) is assumed to 
exist and be finite everywhere. 
3. A TEMPERATURE AND ITS LEAST POSITIVE THERMIC MAJORANT 
Theorem 1 raises the question of the relationship between a temperature 
which possesses a positive thermic majorant and the least such majorant. We 
have the following representation theorem. Recall that a temperature u on 
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R” x IO, c[ has a positive thermic majorant there if and only if u is the Gauss- 
Weierstrass integral of a measure [14]. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u is a temperature which has the representation 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. Then the least positive thermic mujorant v of u is 
given by 
4% t) = j w - Y7 0 &+(Y) (3-l) 
R" 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. 
Proof. Let w be any positive thermic majorant of u on R” x IO, c[. By the 
Widder-Krzyzariski representation theorem, there is a positive measure v 
on Rn such that 
w(x, t) = J W(x - y, q &Y) 
a” 
for all (x, t) E Rn x IO, c[. Let y = (2c)-l, and define the measures X and r] 
on R” by putting 
and 
PA = exp(-7 II Y II”) 4-W 
MY) = exp(--y II y II”) NY)- 
Then h and r] have finite total variation, since 
rl(R”) = s,. exp(--y IIy II”) dv( y) = (27W2 w(O, 42) < + 00 
and p is the difference of two positive measures each of which satisfies a similar 
condition. We write h = X+ - X-, where h+ and h- denote the positive negative 
variations of h [12; p. 1201. But we also have X = q - (7 - h), where q is the 
positive measure defined above and, as we shall show, 7 - h is also a positive 
measure. 
Since w > u, we know from the Widder-Krzyzafiski theorem that there is a 
positive measure 5 such that 
(w - 4 (x, t) = 1. wx - y, 4 a(Y) 
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on R” x 10, c[; but we also have the representation 
(w - 4 (x9 t) = 1,. W(x -yyI t) exd~Il~llV7(~) 
- 
s TX - 3 4 exp(y II y II21 d4~) R” 
= I W(x - Ys t> exP(Y II Y II”) 47 - 8 (Y) R" 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. Th ere ore, f by the same argument as that used by 
Aronson in [l, pp. 6886901, we deduce that 
exP(Y II Y II”) 47 - 4(Y) = 4(Y), 
so that 7 - X is a positive measure. 
It now follows from [12; p. 127, Corollary] that X+ < 7 and X- < 7 - A. 
Therefore 
4% 9 = J-R. W(x - YP 0 exP(Y II Y II21 d7(Y) 
> s W - 3 t) expk II Y II”> do+ R’ 
for all (x, t) E R” x IO, c[. H ence the function e, defined by (3.1) satisfies 
w > v > u on R” x IO, c[, so that it is a temperature on R” x IO, c[, by [14; 
Lemma 11, and hence is the least positive thermic majorant of u. 
COROLLARY. If u is the Gauss-Weierstrass integral on Rn x IO, c[ of a signed 
measure p, then 
j-. Wx - Y, t> &+(A = j$g j- W(x - y, t - 2) u+(y, I) dy P-2) 
R" 
for all (x, t) E R" x IO, c[, where uf = max{q 0). 
Proof. Each side of (3.2) is the value at (x, t) of the least positive thermic 
majorant of u, the left by Theorem 2, and the right by [14; Theorem 191. 
EXAMPLE. We can use Theorem 2 to show that the condition 
liy yp r~(x, t) < +c0 
-a 
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on some positive thermic majorant v of a given temperature u in Theorem 1, 
is not equivalent to the same condition on u. Let f be defined on R by 
f(x) = (sgn x) 1 x /-1/2 if x # 0, f(0) = 0, 
where sgn x denotes the sign of x, and put 
4% t> = 1, W(x - Yl t)f(r> dY* 
Since JR If(x)] e+l dx < +co, u is a temperature on R” x IO, CO[, by [14; 
Lemma 11. Also, if dp(y) = f(y) dy, f+(x) = max{f(x), O}, and (Q)(x) 
denotes the symmetric derivative of p at x, it is easily verified that (&)(x) = f(x) 
for all x, (&+)(x) = f+( x w ) h enever x # 0, and (&+)(O) = +OO. It therefore 
follows from [16; Theorem 31 that 
which is finite, for all x, and 
l$ a(0, t) = +a. 
4. FURTHER F&SULTS 
We now prove a theorem which is closely related to Theorem 1, but whose 
hypotheses are too weak to guarantee the representation (2.2) since they are 
satisfied by - W, for example. In the case where n = 1, it is stronger than 
[S; Theorem 111 but weaker than [5; Theorem lo]. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a temperature which has a positive thermic majorant 
w on Rn x IO, c[ such that 
liy kf 77(x, t) < + co (4.1) -+ 
for all x E R". If 
liy Ef u(x, t) < A (4.2) -f 
for almost all x E IV, then u < A on R" x IO, c[. 
Proof. We can obviously take v to be the least positive thermic majorant of u. 
By [ 14; Theorems 19 and 211, u has the representation 
4x, t) = j’ W(x - Y, 4 44y) 
Rn 
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on R” x IO, c[, for some signed measure CL, and Theorem 2 implies that 0 is 
given by 
4% 0 = j W(x - y, t) G+(y) 
Rn 
on R” x 10, c[. In view of Lemma 1, condition (4.1) implies that there is a 
functionf on R” such that dp+( y) = f(y) dy. Applying the Lebesgue decompo- 
sition theorem to CL-, we can write dp-( y) = (Dp-) ( y) dy + dpS-( y), where p.,- 
is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Hence, putting g = f - (Dp-), 
we have 
Since g = Dp almost everywhere on R”, it follows from [16; Theorem 31 
and (4.2) that 
g(y) = p+~ U(Y, 0 < A 
for almost all y E R”. Hence 
on R” x 30, c[, as asserted. 
As a corollary, we deduce the multivariable version of Gehring’s [5; Theorem 
II]. 
COROLLARY. Let u be a temperature which satis$es 
Nx, t> < M exp(a II x II”) 
for all (x, t) E Rn x IO, c[, where M and a are positive constants. If 
liy &f U(X, t) < A -3 
for almost all x E R”, then u < A on Rn x IO, c[. 
Proof. Put b = min{c, (4a)-l}. It follows from Lemma 2 that Theorem 3 
can be applied to u on Rn x IO, b[. Hence u < A on R” x IO, b[. If b < c, 
we can repeat this procedure on Rn x lb, c[, and deduce that u < A on R” x 
IO, d[, where d = min(c, b + (4a)-l}. Further repetition eventually yields the 
desired result. 
The above corollary also implies a stronger form of Krzyzariski’s extension 
of the Picone-Tychonoff uniqueness theorem [7, 10, 131 and contains the 
multivariable form of [3; Theorem B]. 
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Following Gehring [5], we use the Corollary to Theorem 3 to prove a one- 
sided version [5; Theorem 121 of a theorem of Birkhoff and Kotik [3; Theorem 21. 
The extension of Gehring’s result to the case of several variables is new, and 
we shall deduce from it a multivariable form of the Birkhoff-Kotik result, 
which is also new. 
THEOREM 4. Let u be a temperature on Rfl x IO, c[, let m denote Lebesgue 
measure on R", and let (h,) be a positive null sequence. If there exist positive 
constants M and a such that 
for a11 (x, t) E R" x IO, c[ and all k, and in addition 
lim inf ’ 1 
$4 @(x9 hk)) ~b,h~) 
U(Y, 0 dy < A 
for almost all x E Rn and all k, then u < A on Rn x IO, c[. 
We omit the proof, since it is similar to that of [5; Theorem 121. 
We now extend Birkhoff and Kotik’s result [3; Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY. Let u be a temperature on R” x IO, c[ such that 
Is B(z. ir ) U(Y? 0 dY 1 < M eda II x II”) 8 1 
for all (x, t) E R* x IO, c[ and all k, where a, M and (hk) are the same as in 
Theorem 4. If 
lim 
1 
t+O f’@(% 44 I Bhh,) 
U(Y, t) dr = A 
for almost all x E Rn, then u = A on Rn x IO, c[. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4 to u and -u. 
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